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Could the global outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic finally spell the death of cash? If the industry isn’t careful in its messaging and 
approach at this critical moment, the long-predicted demise of physical currency could be imminent. 

Our current crisis has once again raised familiar arguments against banknotes and coins. The media, commercial payments firms, 
health ministers, and even many central banks are advising against cash use in an effort to prevent the spread of the virus. Contactless 
payments are increasingly taking the spotlight, with cash being pilloried as dirty and unhygienic. And now pundits are predicting 
that the pandemic will be the catalyst that will bring digital payments into the global mainstream. 

In the first Case for Cash Report, published in 2014 by Currency Research (CR), we examined and dispelled some of the most 
prevalent myths surrounding cash. Since the report was released six years ago, the world of cash has evolved … yet much remains 
the same. 

Back in 2014, we investigated the recurrent myth that banknotes are dirty and spread disease. Then, as now, the research shows that 
cash is no more harmful than other commonly used items, including payment cards and mobile phones, and that a simple regimen 
of regular hand washing is enough to keep the germs at bay.1 

But without fail, we’ve found that widespread concern over a pandemic (e.g., SARS, MERS, Ebola, and now Covid-19) means that 
cash will be singled out and viewed as a key transmission agent, despite a wealth of evidence to the contrary.

In this brief report, we take a look at how cash is currently being discussed in the media, as well as the central bank response to 
concerns about the cleanliness of physical currency. As CR pointed out in the March 2020 issue of Central Bank Payments News, the 
global payments ecosystem, both physical and digital, has undergone serious changes in a short period of time. Central banks have 
imposed cash quarantines, they’ve delayed initiatives and incinerated banknotes, and they’ve issued countless public statements 
on cash and electronic payments.

Cash often becomes a scapegoat in times of anxiety. Source: Finextra

 1For more, see Vriesekoop, et al., Dirty money: an investigation into the hygiene status of some of the world’s currencies as obtained from food outlets.  
Foodborne Pathogens and Disease, 7 (12): 1497-502, 2010. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20704502
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Right now, there’s a lot of information circulating about cash and it’s becoming increasingly difficult to discern the facts from the 
pseudoscience and alarmism. CR firmly believes that the current moment has opened up a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for the 
cash industry, a moment in which we must stand up to advocate for the social value of physical currency. The spread of Covid-19 is 
signaling a global turning point in how consumers perceive payments. We must act now to ensure cash, and its users, do not get 
left behind.

Cash Targeted on Social Media
Facebook and Twitter have become important hubs for finding up-to-the-minute information about Covid-19. While both platforms 
have vowed to take a hardline stance to combat misinformation about the disease, alarmist posts are still being published and 
shared broadly among users. And these posts are extremely effective in shaping public opinion.

Cash has become the latest “bogeyman” to be targeted on social media. Warranted anxiety has led to rampant speculation that 
banknotes are a vector for the spread of the virus, with a tsunami of posts fueling fear about “contaminated” banknotes and coins.

As we know, cash remains a vital resource for millions, even billions,2 across the globe. Without it, vulnerable populations— including 
informal workers, the poor, the elderly, the disabled, and rural communities—are at high risk of exclusion at this precarious time. 
As the ATM Industry Association (ATMIA) recently pointed out, “Since people don’t usually sneeze or cough into their banknotes, 
and since we all touch dozens of surfaces every day, it is disingenuous to single out cash as a medium of transmission of the virus.”

As an industry, it is our social responsibility to counter any false or misleading information about cash with accurate information 
wherever possible.

Social media spreads fear and anxiety over cash. Source: Twitter, LinkedIn

Mainstream Media Misleads
The misinformation and fear surrounding cash have not only 
been amplified via social media. In the wake of Covid-19, the 
mainstream news cycle has been overtaken by fear-mongering 
and sensationalist headlines, many of which actively demonise 
physical currency.

Recent articles on “dirty money” and “filthy lucre” abound, 
and many reporters are focusing in on the many businesses 
that are now refusing to accept cash.

On 20 March, American outlet Fox News warned consumers 
that a growing number of businesses were no longer accepting 
physical currency out of transmission concerns. The first line 
says it all: “Show us the money -- unless its cash!”

Businesses are taking matters into their own hands, barring 
customers from using cash despite reassurances from public  
health officials.

The experts quoted in these articles unanimously agree that 
banknotes pose no more of a risk than other commonly used 
objects, such as light switches or doorknobs. The Fox News 
article cites Julie Fischer, Professor at the Center for Global 
Health Science and Society at Georgetown University, who 
says that “while there may be traces of the virus lingering on 
paper bills, it is unlikely virus particles will return to the air, or 
aerosolize, once on a surface.”

But fear sells more copies than common sense. A widely shared 
article from the UK’s Telegraph in early March 2020 stands as 
one of the most glaring examples of journalistic irresponsibility 
during this pandemic.

According to the article—Dirty Banknotes May be Spreading 
the Coronavirus, WHO Suggests —a spokesperson from 
the World Health Organization (WHO) apparently advised, 
“Customers should wash their hands after touching banknotes 
because infectious Covid-19 may cling to the surface for a 
number of days.” Alarming, if true!

2The 2017 World Bank Global Findex shows that approx. 1.7 billion adults remain unbanked (without an account at a financial institution or through 
a mobile money provider). https://globalfindex.worldbank.org/chapters/unbanked 

https://www.atmia.com/news/new-coronavirus-health-crisis-separating-fact-from-fiction/12218/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/07/tech/mobile-payments-coronavirus/index.html
https://apnews.com/167186097f44116220b757abebb49be3
https://www.foxnews.com/world/businesses-banning-banknotes-asking-customers-to-use-credit-debit-cards
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2020/03/02/exclusive-dirty-banknotes-may-spreading-coronavirus-world-health/?mod=article_inline
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2020/03/02/exclusive-dirty-banknotes-may-spreading-coronavirus-world-health/?mod=article_inline
https://globalfindex.worldbank.org/chapters/unbanked


Source: The Telegraph

In an interesting turn, WHO strongly pushed back against the Telegraph article. “We did NOT say that cash was transmitting 
coronavirus,” WHO spokeswoman Fadela Chaib told the financial news outlet MarketWatch. “We were misrepresented.” The 
organisation had simply advised that people should wash their hands after handling money as part of “good hygiene practice.”

Source: MarketWatch

While Chaib stressed that WHO has not issued any warnings or statements about banknotes, the damage had been done. A mini 
panic ensued following the publication of the Telegraph article, with banknotes labeled as filthy, dirty, contaminated, and disease-
ridden in a flurry of headlines. Reports of people attempting to disinfect banknotes in microwaves, to disastrous results, emerged 
out of China and South Korea.

Despite WHO’s clarification and a thorough debunking by independent fact checkers, the misinformation about “dirty cash” 
advanced in the Telegraph article continues to spread online, doing potentially irreparable damage to the industry.

Cash in Quarantine
In addition to the confusion and anxiety arising from recent headlines, consumers have been given pause with news that some 
central banks are quarantining and incinerating banknotes.

CR fully acknowledges that an abundance of caution is necessary when it comes to protecting human lives. Without a doubt, the 
world’s central banks must be commended for their efforts to keep consumers and businesses safe during this unprecedented 
crisis. But without public reassurance that physical currency poses no more danger than other everyday objects, cash will certainly 
accumulate a stigma that will be increasingly difficult to shake off.

As reported in the South China Morning Post, a recent “public health push” by the People’s Bank of China has ordered all banknotes 
collected by hospitals, wet markets, and buses to be destroyed “to ensure the safety of cash transactions.” All other banknotes 
processed in high-risk zones are being disinfected with high temperatures or UV lights, and then quarantined for two weeks at the 
central bank before re-entering circulation.

currencyresearch.comCurrency Research, April 2020
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Following suit, the US Federal Reserve has begun quarantining banknotes repatriated from Asia for seven to 10 days as a 
“precautionary measure against spreading the virus.” Likewise, the Central Bank of Kenya is quarantining notes for seven days to 
“reduce the spread of coronavirus,” the Central Bank of Kuwait has imposed a four-week banknote quarantine, and Magyar Nemzeti 
Bank is setting aside (link in Hungarian) its forints for a two-week period.

We’ve also seen reports about banknote burning, quarantining, and disinfecting from a growing number of global central banks, from 
Ukraine and the Philippines to South Korea, Indonesia, and beyond.

Source: Reuters

Banknotes do not have to be explicitly mentioned to be 
effectively stigmatised. Other central banks are urging the 
public to adopt contactless payment methods as a way to 
avoid transmission of Covid-19. Many are easing the transition 
from cash to card by raising daily transaction limits and 
lowering or even eliminating fees.

There are many examples to choose from. The Central Bank of 
Egypt has recently introduced a new digital payment initiative 
to “curb” coronavirus, with daily card limits raised, PIN entry 
requirements lifted, and fees cancelled on some mobile 
payment services. And further south, the Ghana Interbank 
Payment and Settlement Systems (GhIPSS) has waived charges 
on all digital payments services used by its partner financial 
service providers “as part of efforts to contain the impact of 
the Covid-19 pandemic.”

The National Payment Corporation of India (NPCI)—an 
initiative of the Reserve Bank of India and the Indian Banks’ 
Association—is urging citizens to opt for digital payments to 
“reduce social contact and reduce the chance of transmission 
of novel coronavirus.” NPCI has also engaged in an intensive 
social media campaign with the tagline “India Be Safe. India 
Pay Digital.” 

Nearby, the State Bank of Pakistan is promoting (PDF) digital 
payments so citizens can “avoid the use of cash.”

In one more clear example, Banco de Portugal recently issued 
(link in Portuguese) a decree to merchants that they must 
accept card payments of any value “to facilitate and encourage 
card-based payments, to the detriment of traditional means of 
payment, such as coins and banknotes.”

The list goes on, with a number of other central banks that are 
proactively pushing for the use of digital payments over cash 
during the pandemic. These include Brunei Darussalam, Iran, 
Jamaica, Libya, Saudi Arabia, Vietnam, and more. It appears 
quite possible that the current concerns over transmission of 
Covid-19 may translate to permanent changes in consumer 
payment behaviour.

We know that overall payment volumes, both cash and 
card, are down significantly since the lockdowns have been 
imposed—the UK’s largest ATM network LINK has shown cash 
use sinking by about 50 percent in late March. But we’re also 
seeing the use of digital payments soar in some jurisdictions 
as people start to actively avoid cash. In Thailand, the central 
bank reports that digital payments nearly doubled in March 
amid the outbreak, and jumped by 93 percent over the 
previous year.

For the public, the implication is clear: Central banks are 
sterilising and quarantining banknotes, and contactless 
payment methods are being encouraged, because cash is 
dirty and spreads disease.

Source: Financial Tribune
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https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-fed-dollars/fed-quarantines-us-dollars-repatriated-from-asia-on-coronavirus-caution-idUSKBN20T1YT
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https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/gulf/2020/03/12/Coronavirus-Kuwait-Central-Bank-quarantines-banknotes-for-four-weeks.html
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https://www.link.co.uk/about/news/covid19-and-cash-link-update/
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A Balanced Approach
But not all central banks are on the same page.  Some central banks have emerged through the noise with a more balanced 
approach, reassuring the public that banknotes pose no specific threat of contagion, particularly in the presence of proper  
hand hygiene.

The truth of the matter, as recently pointed out in the MIT Technology Review, is that there isn’t much evidence to support the notion 
that cash actually spreads Covid-19.

According to University of Washington School of Public Health Microbiologist Marilyn Roberts, we don’t have any concrete evidence 
that cash has been a source of infection. Roberts argues that focusing on supposedly “tainted” banknotes misses a much more 
important point: “You’re more likely to pick up Covid-19 from people exposure than from the type of payment.”

As noted in a recent Deutsche Bundesbank statement, René Gottschalk, Head of the Frankfurt am Main Health Office, says that there 
is minimal risk of transmitting the novel coronavirus via banknotes. The physical properties of banknotes do not lend themselves to 
transmitting pathogens, he pointed out. “Coronavirus is mainly spread by infected droplets transmitted by coughing, sneezing or 
also talking,” he said. “If the virus were spread via banknotes or table surfaces, the number of cases would be higher.”

This is not to say there is zero risk of transmission via banknotes.

A recent study3 revealed that Covid-19 is detectable for three hours as an airborne aerosol, and for up to 24 hours on cardboard. 
But in somewhat dire news for payment cards and terminals, the virus can persist for up to two to three days on plastic and other 
non-porous surfaces.

The US Centers for Disease Control (CDC) acknowledges that it may indeed be possible to contract Covid-19 by touching a surface 
or object that has the virus on it and then touching your own mouth, nose, or even eyes, “but this is not thought to be the main way 
the virus spreads.”

With these facts firmly in mind, a number of central banks have issued public advisories on the safety of banknotes and coins. For 
example, Austria’s central bank, Oesterreichische Nationalbank, recently issued a statement (link in German) confirming that “both 
the coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) and influenza viruses are droplet infections and therefore objects, such as banknotes and coins, do 
not pose an increased risk of infection.”

In a 18 March press release entitled “Cash Poses No Particular Risk of Infection for Public,” Bundesbank Board Member Johannes 
Beermann also points out that the risk of being infected with Covid-19 through contact with cash is “extremely minimal.” He notes 
that euro banknotes have been designed to withstand soiling and that the €5 and €10 notes, in particular, have a protective coating 
as a barrier against soiling.

Similarly, the following central banks have issued statements reminding the public of the minimal risks of using banknotes and coins:

• The Bank of Canada: “The risks posed from handling Canadian bank notes are no greater than those posed by touching 
other common surfaces such as doorknobs, kitchen counters and handrails. Canadians handling cash should follow the 
public health guidelines on COVID-19 and wash their hands as they would do for other activities.”

• The Bank of England: “Like any other surface that large numbers of people come into contact with, notes can carry bacteria 
or viruses. However, the risk posed by handling a polymer note is no greater than touching any other common surfaces such 
as handrails, doorknobs or credit cards.”

• Banque Centrale du Luxembourg: “So far there is no evidence of the coronavirus having been spread via euro banknotes. 
Germany’s Robert Koch Institute recently confirmed that ‘virus transmission through banknotes has no particular significance.’”

• Reserve Bank of New Zealand: “Cash is just one of a number of frequently touched surfaces we encounter. The same is 
true for any other payment device whether it’s a card, phone or watch. This reinforces the need for good hand hygiene 
regardless of the way you pay or accept payment.”

• The Riksbank: “There is nothing to indicate that there is a risk of being infected by the coronavirus via banknotes and coins. 
The corona virus that causes covid-19 is primarily spread from coughing and sneezing or via close contact with someone 
already infected.”

• South African Reserve Bank (PDF): “There  currently is no evidence that  the COVID-19 virus is transmitted through the use 
of banknotes and coin. The SARB continues to encourage members of the public to follow basic hygiene practice and clean 
their hands often.”

And with an eye to protecting its employees and citizens alike, the Central Bank of The Bahamas has published a detailed list of 
health and safety directives for cash handling and point of sale payments, as well as advice for the public and financial institutions. 
With safe, sanitary practices, says the bank, “the risk of contracting the Covid-19 from the normal banknote handling processes is 
low in comparison to the background threat posed by airborne particulates or general unsanitary behavior.”

3 For more, see van Doremalen, et al. Aerosol and surface stability of SARSCoV- 2 as compared with SARS-CoV-1. New England Journal of Medicine, 
March 2020. https://www.nejm.org/doi/10.1056/NEJMc2004973
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Who’s Being Left Behind?
The public’s belief that cash is a vector for the virus, helped along by alarmist headlines and misinformation on social media, could 
possibly lead to a permanent shift to digital payment methods, even in countries that are currently cash intensive.

In the near-term, limited access to cash would certainly have significant ramifications for the more vulnerable populations that rely on 
cash for access to essential goods and services. With more and more retailers refusing to accept cash, unbanked and underbanked 
individuals are facing increased barriers and exclusion. It’s becoming clear that we need to protect cash as a social good.

In a recent statement, Reserve Bank of New Zealand Assistant Governor Christian Hawkesby urged the nation’s retailers to be 
mindful of these barriers: “Retailers should use common-sense when it comes to cash. Businesses are not obliged to accept cash, 
but declining it may end up disadvantaging people who rely on its use. These people are more likely to be young, elderly, poor, 
disabled or financially excluded. Have respect and care for each other.”

The UK’s LINK stresses that vulnerable populations will continue to require access to cash, both during and following the outbreak: 
“Looking forward to the end of this crisis it is very likely that some consumers’ cash usage habits will have fundamentally changed 
but that the requirement for cash access, as a contingency and for vulnerable consumers will be more important than ever. A 
fundamental review and potential restructuring of the country’s ATM network and its business model may therefore be necessary.”

The potential demise of cash would further disadvantage the world’s most vulnerable populations, but the other side of the coin sees 
payments firms and commercial banks benefiting from the boom in digital payments. The current pivot away from physical currency 
has become, for some, more ammunition in the long-standing war on cash that’s been waged for years by the big payments players.

As Bloomberg recently noted, billions of dollars in profits hinge on whatever statement or policy authorities ultimately issue. It is 
no understatement that the central bank and industry response at this crucial moment could ultimately define the future viability of 
cash as a payment method.

Source: Bloomberg

With many previously cash-based businesses now setting up online payment systems and e-commerce shops in response to a public 
aversion to physical currency, the current Covid-19 crisis is being viewed as a potential “inflection point” for payments firms.

A recent article in Seeking Alpha proclaimed, “Coronavirus Presents A Buying Opportunity In Visa And Mastercard And Long-Term 
Benefits.” The current low valuations of both Visa and Mastercard, says the author, combined with their long-term growth trajectories 
and the potential benefits to their digital payment services as a result of this crisis “make them very attractive investments right now.”
We must ensure that this isn’t the end of the story for banknotes and coins. We know that many in the industry are working hard 
to maintain access to cash, such as ATMIA, which has confirmed that it is “taking every precaution possible to ensure that cash will 
continue to be available and to be safe to use.” We are encouraged by such efforts and agree with ATMIA that “cash is strong in  
a crisis.”

The Covid-19 pandemic should not be viewed as an opportunity to profit, it should be a valuable learning moment for us all, where 
we root out our common humanity and pool our resources to protect the most vulnerable. And part of this is protecting access  
to cash.
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Cash is Resilient
As we’ve seen in this brief report, in the age of 
the 24/7 news cycle and rampant social media 
misinformation, the industry must be vigilant in 
sharing the facts about cash. Many central banks 
have been clear in their messaging, reassuring 
the public that banknotes and coins pose minimal 
transmission risk when combined with good  
hand hygiene.

We too must be clear in our messaging, cutting 
through the mixed messages of the headlines 
while maintaining our credibility by sharing the  
honest facts.

Further, CR believes this moment represents a key 
opportunity for the cash industry to promote improved 
technology and automation in retail transactions 
and contactless ATMs, as well as improvements 
to machine sorting and enhanced track and  
trace technology.

Our messaging is clear. Cash is a humanitarian 
right; billions of unbanked and underbanked 
people continue to rely on cash and have few viable 

alternatives to make payments. As the research 
shows, we know that cash transactions pose the 
same risk level as other daily activities, including 
card payments, especially when partnered with 
the hygiene protocols put forward by WHO. At a 
time when so many are falling through the cracks, 
banning or restricting cash imposes even more 
of a burden on already vulnerable segments of  
the population.

This isn’t the first time we’ve had to stick up for cash 
and it likely will not but the last, but we know that 
this challenging moment will eventually pass as life 
returns to normal. While digital payment usage will 
surely grow during and following the crisis, with 
a careful and coordinated industry approach we 
have faith that cash will continue to be a trusted 
and reliable payment method for people across  
the globe.

For more on the central bank response to the 
Covid-19 outbreak, see page 3 of the March 
2020 issue of CR’s Central Bank Payments News, 
available here.

http://www.currencyresearch.com
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/advice-for-public
https://bit.ly/2Uou3Vx


Currency Research (CR) is the world’s resource for currency knowledge with a far-reaching network of cash and 

payments experts and professionals. Through our initiatives (conferences, publications, consulting) supporting 

education and knowledge-sharing within the cash and payment industries, we help improve the lives of people 

by supporting their rights for faster, cost-effective, secure choices in payments. 

CR is the only independent global communications, consulting, and conferencing business operating in both 

cash and payments, and this report examines the impact of external and internal forces on the companies and 

government departments involved with the cash cycle as a whole. We are uniquely qualified to help organisations 

navigate their way through this changing landscape with our deep understanding of these complex issues for 

both cash and payments stakeholders. 

Contact us if you would like to learn more.

CR also publishes the monthly digital publication, Central Bank Payments News, and, in a joint venture, Currency 

News, Cash & Payments News, and Mint News Quarterly.
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Currency Research (CR) Initiatives

Payment Conferences  
& Publications
 

CR Central Bank  
Payments Conference  
October 2020 
The premier international conference  
focused on central bank payments  
and market infrastructure 
cbpc.currencyresearch.com

CR Global Payment Summits 
Asia | Europe | Africa
Unique regional summits where regulators 
meet operators, payment experts, and 
practitioners to debate and discuss  
industry trends and best practices
globalpaymentsummit.com
  
CR Central Bank Payments News  
Payments News for the Central Bank 
Community – monthly e-publication
cbpn.currencyresearch.com

Cash Conferences  
& Publications
 

CR Banknote Conference 
November 2-5, 2020 – Washington, D.C - USA: 
The definitive international forum on emerging 
trends and leading technologies  
in the banknote industry – since 1998  
(runs every 2 years)
bn.currencyresearch.com

CR Currency Conference  
May 16-20, 2021 – Mexico City, Mexico:   
The premier international conference focused 
on currency policy and strategy – since 1992 
(runs every 2 years)  
cc.currencyresearch.com

CR Cash Cycle Seminars (ICCOS)
Middle East/Africa | Europe | Asia | America 
The leading regional seminars for commercial 
cash management, distribution, and circulation
cash.currencyresearch.com

Currency News | Cash & Payment News  
Global News for the Cash Community

New Offerings

Governor Advisory Services:  
Cash and Payments

CR Training Programs
Payments” For Cash Professionals 
Cash” for Payments Professionals

CR Payments Directory
Your single source for information  
regarding payments, globally.

CR Webinars 
Sharing knowledge across the  
globe in real-time.

For more information, please visit our  
website at www.currencyresearch.com.
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